
Prominent Queenslanders’ podcast selections 

 

Spencer Howson, educator and advisor to the ABC 

Better Than Yesterday: Aspirational, meaningful, authentic, interviews by Osher Gunsberg. 
This side of Osher may surprise you! 
 
Decoder Ring: Aspects of popular culture explained. The hotel art episode inspired my 
#motelart pics on Twitter and Instagram. 
 
Ghosts of Boyfriends Past: Usually-awkward, often-sweet true tales about dates gone 
wrong. Hosted by Brisbane’s own Liz Best and Tom Harris. 
 
TV Blackbox: Gold Coaster Rob McKnight hosts this weekly look at the Australian and global 
TV industry, on screen and off. Often first with the gossip! 

Hidden Brain: NPR radio show which attempts to explain the choices we make and human 
behaviour in general. I could listen to host Shankar Vedantam all day! 

 

Natalie Bochenski, Act/React producer and host of Raven On podcast 

The Guilty Feminist: My claim to fame is knowing Deborah Frances-White before she was 
an international podcasting superstar. We’ve been friends for years, and I’m not surprised 
in the least that her hilarious show about trying to be a better feminist is now one of the 
most popular in the world. Funny and informative, it’s packed full of diverse guests giving 
honest and witty perspectives.  

My Favourite Murder: By no means the first true crime podcast, but the first to explode in 
popularity with its emphasis on combining crime with comedy and mental health 
awareness, My Favourite Murder has made superstars of hosts Karen Kilgariff and Georgia 
Hardstark. My weekly listens are like catching up with girlfriends, but with the topics more 
grisly than you’d expect. 

You’re Wrong About: My only complaint about this show is its infrequency. I eagerly await 
every download. Hosts Sarah Marshall and Michael Hobbes are journalists, who re-examine 
famous/infamous events and people of the past 30-40 years and explain why we 
misremember them. Sarah is currently retelling the OJ Simpson case, and it’s fascinating to 
hear detail and colour that never stood out at the time. 

Smart Enough to Know Better: Billed as a podcast of “science, comedy and ignorance”, this 
show is more than 10 years old, making it a grand-daddy of podcasts. Greg and Dan 
(disclosure: friends of mine!) are clever, always interesting and topical, and make scientific 
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concepts and discoveries accessible. They also have great interviews with experts on 
everything from space to how to cook insects. 

History Extra: I’m a history buff, so I love this interview series from the BBC. Each episode 
features an author or expert being interviewed by staff of the BBC History magazine. Topics 
might be broad or incredibly specific, and there’s always great stories to learn. Melvin 
Bragg’s In Our Time series, in which he interviews multiple experts on a topic, is another 
radio-program-turned-podcast that’s always an interesting listen (if only because Bragg can 
be a curmudgeon during conversation!) 

 

Kurt Sanders, strategy director at The Content Division 

People should absolutely listen to Reply All, a podcast about the strangest stories that 
emerge from the internet. Episode #158, The Case of The Missing Hit, is a must-listen. 

Science Vs goes about separating the facts from fiction when science competes with 
people’s beliefs. 

If you don’t mind a bit of narcissistic celebrity banter, Armchair Expert is a really solid 
listen. It’s hosted by actor-director Dax Shepard, whom I thought was a redneck but is 
actually a super bright and well-read guy. 

If you love your Star Wars analysis to be deeper than a Sarlacc Pit, you have to listen 
to Force Material. Hosted by Brisbane lads Rohan Williams and Baz McAlister. 

And if you’re a bloke struggling through the extremely harsh realities of IVF, you can tune 
into my podcast, Come Again? Co-hosted by Jacob Aldridge. 

 

Amanda Jolly, executive director of Queensland Theatre 
 
ABC Conversations with Richard Fidler and Sarah Kanowski – so many interesting life stories 
and the perfect length of time (50 minutes) to have some company while you cook a meal. 
 
The Moth Radio Hour 
 
Judith Lucy – Overwhelmed and Dying 
 
Ear Hustle 
 
The Pineapple Project 
 
 
James Cridland, radio futurologist 
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The Missing Cryptoqueen: Great piece of true-crime reporting, as a pair of journalists 
uncovers one of the biggest financial scams this decade – and you've probably never heard 
of it before. 
 
Brisbane is Weird: Some short stories about parts of Brisbane you might not be aware of: 
from when war started on the streets, to the haunted school on the hill. Nicely produced, 
but annoyingly no longer in production. 
 
The Signal: From the ABC, a daily podcast with a deep dive into one of Australia's news 
stories. An accessible and enjoyable listen. 
 
Hamish and Andy: If you're missing them from the radio, don't panic - they're on a podcast 
these days. There are 83 different shows to listen to, and the boys sound just as good as 
they used to on B105 before it changed its name and got all cool. 
 
The Bugle: A weekly satirical podcast: from the UK, but regulars include Alice Fraser and 
Tom Ballard. A good way to catch up on the week's news and to try and make sense of it 
all. 
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